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Terms and conditions

Origin
"From photography to film (or how to make a film with a digital camera)." That was the title 
of the seminar held at the Centro Cultural Rojas on the occasion of the release of "La 
Navidad de Ofelia y Galvan" Raúl Perrone film, shot with the video function of a digital 
camera.
All transformations that occurred and still occur in the so-called 'audiovisual territory' may 
be synthesized, not in the question that always comes back (What is Cinema?) But one 
that no one was formulated years ago (How does the movies?). It's not just that you 
validate a film which has a script or actors in the traditional sense were these words. For 
now the question goes beyond the issue of definitions and you are looking to interrogate 
the ways that someone can make a movie, with virtually nothing other than your eyes. This 
postulate would exhaust itself if it lacked a production that would bless. Consequently, we 
propose an area where collecting and displaying this production, a festival is 
unprecedented in the country and the world.
This event makes us wonder about the extent to which modes of filmmaking may change 
and how does it look to become more acute, more simple, more naked, more open to find 
and rediscover the tone itself. At the same time opens doors and eyes of one who makes 
film and the viewer, to new forms of expression, expanding horizons to the use of new and 
different tools.
Show how this instrument (the camera) reverses the usual movement (the filmmaker who 
starts taking pictures), and also expresses this back and forth between the moving image 
and still image where the two feed each other, rather than a procedure to happen to the 
other.
Centro Cultural Ricardo Rojas prioritizes experimentation and alternative representations 
of art. A philosophy that Area Film and Video adds this proposal, which originated in the 
innovative spirit of Raúl Perrone, regarding maximum independent film in Argentina.

The festival
SCDF III/Rojas (Only with Photo Camera Movie Fest)
A film festival can always be seen as a story. Narrate the film, tells the public that sees and 
tells of the festival. Will this event then, the story of the escape formal self-imposed limits.
A festival that is proposed as a platform from which to promote growth of outputs without 
display area, provided it was carried out with the video function of a digital camera.
The third call will start a nationwide competition shows and a call for international 
participation.

Festival: Mechanics, awards, exhibition
Calling contest in March 2012, becoming known bases, with deadline on May 30, 2012.
Competition Argentina: works of directors may participate or Argentines residing in 
foreign country. They may be jobs that have participated in other competitions, festivals or 
shows and have not been awarded. Priority is given to unpublished works, not previously 
presented or displayed.



Left open the call for short, medium and long
fiction, documentary, animation, experimental, music video.
Those shorts are considered works of duration less than 30 minutes (including 
titles). Medium length, between 31 and 59 minutes.
Longer be considered, those works exceeding 60 minutes.
Made which is copyright and projection are in the name of the person submitting the work.
International Section: works of filmmakers will participate worldwide. They may be short 
who have participated in other competitions, festivals or shows and have not been 
awarded. Priority is given to unpublished works, not previously presented or displayed, 
produced no earlier than January 1, 2011.
In all cases the theme is free and works gender may be fiction, documentary, 
experimental, provided they are made with a camera filming function of digital 
photographs.

Material to present
Complete registration form (the same can be removed in the office of Coordination Artistic 
Rojas, Corrientes 2038, third floor or www.rojas.uba.ar) or downloaded at the Festival 
blog: www.scdfrojasfest.wordpress.com

3 copies on DVD of the film submitted for evaluation by the jury.
A folder containing the synopsis of the work, data director and list of actors and technicians 
(highlighting what the role of each).
The material delivered for registration is not refundable.
Papers must be submitted to the office for the Coordination Artistic Rojas, between March 
1 and May 30, 2012, Monday to Friday from 10-19 pm.
There will be a jury chaired by Raúl Perrone
The festival is coordinated by Raul Manrupe.

Awards
It established the following awards:
Competition 1st prize Argentina Section
1st prize International Section
Prize for the best image processing
Awards to for best documentary and best fiction
Mention to the best film made by the Escuela Municipal de Cine de Ituzaingo

During the reception of works, be informed about the grant awards in different categories.
Once you know the finalists, the festival will take place at the Centro Cultural Rojas during 
the month of July 2012. The grid will be duly communicated.

El Centro Cultural Rojas, reserves the right to publish the winning entries on DVD, and 
disseminate, with permission of the authors.

Reports: rmanrupe@rec.uba.ar
Blog: www.scdfrojasfest.worpress.com 

http://www.scdfrojasfest.wordpress.com/
http://www.rojas.uba.ar/

